What does this year hold?
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What is going to happen this
year to me? Should I change my
career? Will I be moving? Where
should I focus my attention this
year? Will there be major changes
in my life? Solar Arc progressions
can give you many answers to
these and other questions you
might be asking.
Using your favorite astrology
software program, below are the
steps I use working with clients,
predictions, mundane charts and
students.
Your first step is to set up a big
wheel chart with natal on inside
and solar arc progressions on
outside wheel.
I would also recommend
running a synastry grid to

Solar Arc
Progressions
determine the exact timing for the
aspect. Set your orbs for less than
one degree. Your natal planets
should go across and solar arcs go
down. Consider only the applying
aspects for events for the coming
year.
1. With a highlighter mark the
aspects on the synastry grid
that are applying within a
degree of a natal planet, the
Ascendant, Mid Heaven or the
Degrees of the Nodes. List
them on the chart in lower right
hand corner.
2. Highlight the solar arc planet
that is making the aspect in the
outside ring
3. Highlight the Natal Planet with
a dot showing it is being
aspected for year.

4. Also highlight any planets
changing signs, or at critical
degrees and 29 degrees.
5. Mark last and upcoming
eclipses on Solar Arc outside
ring.... the ones still in effect
now and ones for year.
6. Use the formula found in the
box below to help with
interpretations.
It may sound “simple”, but it
works. I’ve always tried to apply a
step-by-step procedure rather than
just jump all over the chart. See if
this works for you.
Solar arcs along with the
eclipses and transits mark the year
and timing for changes in your life.

My solar arc ____________ (planet), which rules my natal
__________ (house) is making a __________ (aspect) to my
natal _________(planet), which is in my _______ (house)
and rules my (house). Some keywords for this aspect are
__________________. This aspect will activate my ______
______ (houses).
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